
Celtic League AGM 2004 (16
th 

October) 

Resolutions Passed, Perranporth, Kernow 

Alba 

This AGM proposes that we liaise with the Unrepresented Nations of People Organisation 

(UNPO) with a view to membership of the Celtic League.  

This AGM requests that the International Olympic Committee hereby recognises the 

legitimate right of the ancient Celtic nations (Alba/Scotland, Breizh/Brittany, Cymru/Wales, 

Éire/Ireland, Kernow/Cornwall, Mannin/Isle of Man) and in doing so proscribe the false, non 

nations of Britain and France from participation. 

Breizh 

This AGM calls on the French government for the reunification of a Brittany of 5 

departments as it was before World War II without any opposition to connections with other 

Atlantic regions. 

This AGM calls on the French Government to employ more Breton language teachers, 

because there is more and more demand. 

Cymru 

The AGM notes the decision of Cymuned to adopt the strategy of trying to win recognition of 

the Bro Cymraeg as an entity in order to preserve Welsh as a naturally spoken community 

language. The AGM endorses this direction.  

Éire 

This AGM calls on the new Minister of Education, Mary Hanifin TD, to reverse Department 

of Education and Science policies, which are curbing the expansion of Gaelscoileanna in the 

Republic. In particular we call for an end to the ridiculous policy of stating that demand for 

new schools must be accommodated in existing Gaelscoilanna when they are in fact full and 

have little room for recreation let alone any totally disruptive expansion. We also call for a 

change to the date requirement for application for new Gaelscoileanna from September to 

December. 

This AGM calls on the Irish and British governments to ensure that the Good Friday 

Agreement in the north is maintained and implemented. The Assembly must be restored and 

cross border bodies fully implemented.  

This AGM congratulates Stádas on its successful campaign to get the Irish government to ask 

for full EU working language status for Irish. We call on the EU Council of Ministers and the 

EU Commission to grant the request of the Irish government for full EU working language 

status for Irish and to expedite its implementation. 



This AGM demands that the Irish government stop its collusion in the US in the Iraq war in 

its illegal granting of its use of Shannon airport for transfer of US military personnel and 

material. We call for the proper maintenance of Ireland’s neutrality.  

The Celticn League deplores what has happened in the recent past in the six counties in the 

North of Ireland in regard to collusion between Westminster State security forces and loyalist 

paramilitaries. This AGM calls for an immediate independent international inquiry into the 

London Government’s collusion of murders committed there in the past.   

Kernow 

1.1 That the Church of England in Cornwall should be disestablished to create a new 

province of the Church of England – a Church of Cornwall. 

1.2 That the Archbishop of Canterbury should aknowledge on behalf of the Church of 

England its part in provoking and suppressing the 1549 Prayer Book Upraising. 

1.3 That the Archbishop should make a statement of regret on behalf of the Church of 

England for all it has done since 1549 and continues to do to suppress Cornwall’s national 

identity, political freedom, language and culture. 


